
 Music 
We will continue to develop our ability to follow beats and 
patterns, experimenting with Garage Band. We will learn 

songs with Egyptian themes as well as local music. 

RE 
We will celebrate Diwali by investigating its im-

portance to different cultures around the world. 

We will also participate in the while school Har-

vest celebrations.  We will be involved in our Key 

Stage Christmas performances.  

 

Mathematics 
We will further develop our understanding of 

place value. Improve our additional and subtrac-

tion skills using mental strategies and written 

methods. We will grow in confidence learning 

multiplication facts and their related division 

facts. We will investigate properties of 2D and 

3D shapes. Throughout the term we will apply 

our skills to problem solving and understand the 

importance of mastery in all mathematical ar-

eas.   

 
 

 Literacy 
We will continue to develop our ability to learn 

and improve stories through talk for writing. 

We will act out the Egyptian Princess, write the 

story, change it and improve and write it in our 

own way. Our language and vocabulary will be 

enriched throughout.  

We will read a range of poetry, produce our own 

versions and perform using various sound ef-

fects and actions. We will investigate non-

chronological writing and produce non-fiction 

writing all about dental hygiene and healthy eat-

ing and good. Using all of the main features of 

non-fiction texts.  

We will celebrate World Book Day and embrace 

lots of reading challenges. 

 

PSHCE 
We will continue to discuss our values and share posi-

tive examples of how we can show responsibility in and 

out of school.  We will follow our jigsaw activity week 

by week, sharing our feelings and thoughts. Learning 

why we must to respect ourselves and each other.  

 

Year 3 Spring Term  
 

  Egyptian Mania.. 
Food for thought. 

 

                                  PE 

We will develop our hand eye co-ordination and fit-

ness . We will  use various balls and bean bags to 

develop throwing and catching, which will lead to 

dodge ball games. 

 

 

                           Computing 

We will use e-mail to communicate, under-

standing the importance of e-safety in 

every lesson. We will use Lego Wedo as a 

way of creating algorithms. Setting up in-

structions through laptops to make our lego 

move. 

              History/Geography 

We will explore the world of Ancient 

Egypt, looking at tomb discoveries, who 

discovered them and when. What did they 

find? What is the mummification process 

and why? We will investigate how and why 

pyramids were built. 

We will explore food from around the food 

and compare traditional dishes, looking at 

where our food comes from . 

                              Science 

We will be exploring rocks and fossils, looking at 

how they're formed and how they are so different. 

What are they used for? What are their proper-

ties?  How are they formed? 

We will investigate teeth and how to look after 

them. What is healthy for our teeth? What foods 

are surprisingly damaging for our teeth? What 

types of teeth do we have and how are they differ-

ent.  

                            Art/DT 

We will develop our art skills, designing and creat-

ing lots of Egyptian goodies for example death 

masks, clay beetles, board games, sarcophagus’ 

and many more. 

We will; sketch pieces of fruit and vegetables as 

well as making our very own healthy sandwich, 

which include making the packaging. 
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